
【Notice】  

Handling of planned early and late arrivals to work in response to COVID-19 

 

The Basic Policies for Novel Coronavirus Disease Control which is decided by the 
Head of the Novel Coronavirus Response Headquarters on 28th March 2020,they say “We 

will be facing to the situation of an epidemic with an outbreak from some areas, if 

the number of patients whose source of infection is unknown continue to increase, 

and such areas spread nationwide.” in the policy and will strongly request business 

operators to make use of staggered working hours. 

In light of this situation, Osaka University have decided to add the definition that

“In cases where recognized as necessary to work” defined under the work regulation 

pertaining to variable working hours is appropriate measures to carry out the early 

and late arrivals to work to reduce the risk of infection disease. So, please respond 

appropriately based upon the following as necessary.                     

 

・ From prospective of prevention of the congested commuting  hours of public 

transportation to prevent the spread of COVID-19 disease, the handling of the early 

and late arrivals to work shall be carried out with consideration for the smooth 

business operation by the judgement of the head of laboratory or deans, in that case, 

the above prospective shall be made known and flexibly corresponded when said 

employees request the necessity of said correspondence after confirmation of the 

circumstances of commuting and operation.     

 

 ※ The early and late arrivals to work is not applicable to the person who is working 

under Discretionary labor system for professional work, but from prospective of 

prevention of the spread of the infection, shall make appropriate consideration for 

commuting. 

・The change of starting and finishing times shall be conducted by units of 30 mins 

or hourly and as a basic rule, the times shall not be exceeded the time-frame which 

is between 5 am and 10 pm.  

 

・When the regular working hours is changed, is Sunday shall be designated as the 

date of commencement. However, the variable working hours pertaining to COVID-19

（the changes of regular working hours） can be changed from the day of submitting 

the application. 

  



 

・Any said changes concerned shall be applied to the director with an appended form  

(submit to the personnel affaires division). 


